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ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL & GOVERNANCE
PERFORMANCE
Sustainability is an integral part of NSI’s value creation strategy.
At NSI we recognise that there is a finite stock of natural resources
that should be available for generations to come. Preservation and
considerate use of resources is key to how we run our business.

climate change risks in the Netherlands: waterlogging, flooding,
drought and heat. The main conclusions of this risk assessment
are outlined in this chapter.

Moreover, with climate change expected to have an increasing
impact in the medium- and long term, we need to develop
a view on how this would affect our portfolio with regard to
mitigation strategies and the proper disclosure of these risks.

We are intrinsically motivated to have a real, durable impact on
our environment and our clients by focussing on minimising
our carbon footprint, offering future-proof buildings and create
healthy, inspiring and flexible working environments for our
clients.

NSI has performed a risk assessment of its real estate portfolio, focusing on what are considered to be the most apparent

We are pragmatic in our approach to all of the above and are
setting ambitious, yet realistic, targets.

OUR MATERIALITY MATRIX AND ESG STRATEGY
Materiality matrix
Following a review of sector-wide best practices, a detailed
consultation with external experts, a full peer group analysis
and discussions with our shareholders and employees we
have identified what matters most to us as a business, to our
employees and to our stakeholders.
Views and insights derived from these sessions were used as
input for NSI’s sustainability materiality assessment, as established in late 2018.

Sustainable development goals
The following SDGs are currently most relevant to our ESG
programme, and reflected in our overarching priorities:

As part of our continuous stakeholder dialogue and engagement, we had several engagement meetings with our board
and our shareholders specifically on ESG as well as GRESB
reporting in 2019.
The feedback collected during these meetings confirmed that
our materiality matrix, as outlined below, was still valid and was
supportive to our ESG strategy.
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OUR AMBITION LEVEL
Similar to our corporate strategy, our ESG strategy is built around
three focus areas, which address the most relevant environmental

and social trends to create value for our stakeholders; Futureproof buildings, Energy & Carbon and Health & Well-being.

AMBITION
Minimize our carbon footprint and become carbon neutral by 2035
Facilitate our tenants with healthy and future-proof investments
Ensure a healthy way of working for our employees
FUTURE-PROOF BUILDINGS

ENERGY & CARBON

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

SUSTAINABILITY MATERIALITY MATRIX
FUTURE-PROOF INVESTMENTS

ENERGY & CARBON

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

TRANSCENDING

Economic Value

IMPORTANCE TO STAKEHOLDERS

Ethics

Flexible Building Design
Renewable Energy Solutions
Certifications

Location and Accessibility

Energy Efficiency
Tenant Engagement

Carbon Footprint

Healthy Buildings
Employee Wellbeing
Water and Waste Efficiency
Community Engagement

Circularity
Health and Wellbeing
Awareness and Incentives

Consider Sustainability in Investment Decisions
Sustainable Innovation

Sustainable Supply Chain

IMPORTANCE TO NSI

Indoor Climate
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PROGRESS IN 2019
Future-proof Building

PROGRESS SCALE
ON TRACK

STARTED

ACHIEVED

ONGOING

FUTURE-PROOF BUILDINGS

FLEXIBLE BUILDING DESIGN

SUSTAINABILITY AS AN INTEGRAL

SUSTAINABILITY INNOVATIONS

CERTIFICATIONS

PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE USE

PART OF INVESTMENT DECISIONS

Expanding the total lifespan of assets by developing and redeveloping future-proof buildings has been identified as a key element
in driving long-term ESG performance. Future-proof buildings are
buildings that are adaptive and innovative by nature – buildings
that anticipate market trends, offer a fluid mix of spaces, deploy
new technology, have great accessibility and are located in multifunctional areas. Moreover, the impact on climate change should
be a consideration in these buildings.

Ambition

Future-proof buildings should be flexible for transformation and
focus on circularity, both in the construction and exploitation
phase. By applying these future-proof principles, NSI aims to
provide healthy, inspiring and flexible working environments for its
tenants with great accessibility and the necessary facilities nearby,
while minimising their impact on the environment. That means
that NSI’s investment criteria include ESG metrics that promote
flexible building design (suitable for multi-tenant use and potentially flexible in use) and sustainable innovations.

Progress in 2019

Status

The portfolio should be suitable for
multi-tenant leasing

– Assessment of the office portfolio and identified that all offices are suitable for multi-tenant leasing
– Acquisition and disposal policies have been further aligned. The layout, construction and installation of
the office is assessed during the acquisition phase.

ongoing

The portfolio should be flexible (or
potentially flexible) in use

– Relevant sustainability aspects have been defined contributing to further flexibility of the usage of
our office portfolio

ongoing

FLEXIBLE BUILDING DESIGN

SUSTAINABILITY AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF INVESTMENT
Integrate sustainability aspects more
intensively in divestment and investment due diligence

– The disposal and acquisition due diligence processes now contain provisions for sustainability aspects
– Sustainability is a more thoroughly addressed in our acquisition policy

Achieved

Encourage and advise tenants on
sustainable design by developing a
menu of innovative fit-out packages

– The tenant fit-out guidelines are being formalised and will be distributed in 2020 among new tenants

on track

Integrate sustainability in investor
communications and reporting

– Sustainability forms an integral part of the annual report

Achieved

– Participation in GRESB reporting as benchmark for ESG performance. In 2019 NSI’s GRESB score
was published PROOF POINT 1

Achieved

1

SUSTAINABILITY INNOVATIONS
Implement sustainability innovations

– Implementation of narrow casting to inform tenants on sustainability performance
– Pilot to create the best working environment in combination with the highest energy efficiency by analysing
the data of the building management system, electricity and heating meters and sub-meters, occupancy
rate, building characteristics and weather forecasts.

Achieved

Consider sustainability innovation
opportunities in all CAPEX

– Sustainability measures are included in all long-term maintenance plans

Achieved

CERTIFICATIONS
Environmental certification of properties

– Over 50% of the portfolio (in value) has been certified with BREEAM In-Use PROOF POINT 2

All developments and redevelopments
to obtain a BREEAM Excellent rating

– For major renovation and new construction projects, the design is geared towards achieving BREEAM
Excellent

ongoing

Facilitate water and waste management

– Pilot initiated to install smart water meters in 32 offices PROOF POINT 3
3
– Roll out of waste separation bins at HNK offices
– Roll out to other multi-tenant buildings has started in collaboration with the tenants PROOF POINT 44

On track

Promote a sustainable supply chain by
developing and adhering to a sustainable supply chain policy

– Introduction of a new sustainability supply chain policy
– All suppliers will be contractually required to meet the sustainability standards

Achieved

2

On track

PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE USE
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FUTURE-PROOF BUILDINGS

STORY 1

GRESB REPORTING
NSI is committed to reporting on its ESG performance in
accordance with its corporate duty and industry disclosure
standards. NSI decided to focus on GRESB as a benchmark
for its ESG performance. In 2019 our first GRESB score was
published: we achieved 2 out of 5 stars and an overall score

of 71 points compared to a global GRESB average of 72
points and a peer group average of 81 points. We are ranked
number 6 out of 8 in the Western Europe/Office/Listed peer
group. The EPRA sustainability measures, which are also
aligned with the GRESB, are reported on page 134.

ESG Breakdown

Trend
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ENVIRONMENT
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GRESB RANGE
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THIS ENTITY

GRESB Aspects
MANAGEMENT

95
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

POLICY & DISCLOSURE

75

85
70

50

25

61

RISKS & OPPORTUNITIES

20
63
BUILDING CERTIFICATIONS

MONITORING & EMS

87

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

THIS ENTITY
PEER GROUP AVERAGE

1 	GRESB is an investor-driven organisation committed to assessing the environmental,
social and governance (ESG) performance of real estate assets globally, including real
estate portfolios, real estate debt and infrastructure.
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STORY 2

OVER 50% OF PORTFOLIO VALUE CERTIFIED BREEAM NL
IN-USE
BREEAM-NL In-Use is an important quality label used to
assess the performance of existing buildings in the field
of sustainability. The building, management and use is
evaluated in nine areas: Management, Health, Energy,
Transport, Water, Materials, Waste, Land use & Ecology
and Pollution. The goal for 2019 was to ensure certification of at least 50% of our portfolio value in order to
perform a baseline measurement in line with BREEAM

standards. NSI exceeded this goal in 2019 with 298,017
m² of GLA of certified office space. In 2020 NSI will make
improvements in these buildings in the field of waste
separation, water usage and air quality based on the
BREEAM standards. Now that the performance of these
buildings is known, the focus can be on raising their level
of sustainability. Furthermore new buildings will be certified in the coming year.

FUTURE-PROOF BUILDINGS

STORY 3

SMART WATER METERS IN 32 BUILDINGS
In 2019 14 NSI buildings were fitted with Smartvatten
smart water meters. The meters see to it that real-time
usage can be gauged at any given time of day and leaks
can be detected at an early stage. NSI’s main objective is
to use water in a responsible way and to encourage all our
tenants to take responsibility for this too. The online portal
ensures that NSI staff can easily monitor information on
water usage. Before the meters were installed the property
managers had to perform manual checks on usage on
site. This was time-consuming and increased the risk of

error. The smart water meters result in considerable time
savings, with the information that is now automatically
generated containing relevant and accurate consumption
data. Simply placing a camera over the existing meters
was all it took. This reduced the cost of the project and
increased the speed at which the operation was implemented. The total number of NSI buildings currently equipped with a smart water meter is 32. The goal is to install
the meters in another 20 buildings in 2020.

FUTURE-PROOF BUILDINGS

STORY 4

WASTE SEPARATION SYSTEMS IN ALL HNKs
Having a sustainable waste separation policy in place
that reduces the impact on the environment as much as
possible is very important to NSI. To take responsibility
for this, in 2019 all 14 HNK locations, Q-Port and the
Motion Building were equipped with multi-compartment
waste containers. As the name suggests, these containers make it possible to separate different waste streams.
A total of 73 of these containers were placed, of which
59 are able to separate paper and plastic from non-recy-

clable waste. An additional waste container was placed in
the social heart of every HNK to separate not only paper,
plastic and non-recyclable waste but also biodegradable
waste. Tenants are actively included in NSI’s sustainability
ambition and are given the tools and information to make
conscious choices of their own and, in doing so, separate
their waste correctly. Next year we will review whether to
further expand the number of multi-compartment waste
containers in our buildings.
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Energy & Carbon

PROGRESS SCALE
STARTED

ACHIEVED

ON TRACK

ONGOING

ENERGY & CARBON

CARBON FOOTPRINT

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS

Buildings and the real estate construction sector together
account for around 36% of global final energy consumption and
nearly 40% of total CO2 emissions (source: International Energy
Agency). The Paris Climate Agreement has therefore enforced
the real estate market to increasingly focus on reducing the
impact of individual assets and portfolios on climate change.

Ambition

RENEWABLE ENERGY

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

NSI aims to minimize its impact on the climate and contribute
to achieving the Paris Climate Agreement goals. Accordingly
NSI will reduce its carbon footprint in the coming years in its
quest to become carbon neutral by 2035. This reduction will
be achieved by combining energy efficiency and green energy
sources in the construction and exploitation phases. The
roadmap how to achieve this will be further outlined in 2020.

Progress in 2019

Status

Track Paris Climate Agreement goals

– Identification of current energy use intensities to enable Paris Proof Tracking

On track

Install electric car charging facilities at
all assets

– Installation of approximately 118 electric car charging facilities at office portfolio PROOF POINT

Offset carbon emissions for gas
consumption and all energy consumption related emissions

– All emissions caused by gas consumption in common areas (scope 1) have been offset for 2017-2021
by using Gold standards that are recognized by WWF

On track

Improve energy use efficiency for
every office

– Identification of current energy use (baseline 2017) of the office portfolio
– Improvement of the energy use efficiency in seven offices

On track

Install submetering on tenant level for
the entire portfolio

– Energy submetering system has been installed in 33 offices

on track

No gas connection in the portfolio,
taking effect immediately for new
construction

– To be applied in all new developments

Ongoing

Install LED/TL5 lighting at major
renovations and new developments

– Installation of LED/TL5 lighting in approximately 26.000 square meters of office space

On track

Upgrade to energy label A for the core
portfolio

– Upgrade of 5 offices to label A, bringing the % A label of the core portfolio to 61.3% by value

On track

CARBON FOOTPRINT

5

On track

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS

– By January 2023 all office buildings should have an EPC label of level C or better. By value, 93% of our
total portfolio has an energy label C or better. In the HNK portfolio 88% of the assets by value have an
A label and the remainder a C.
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Usage of 100% renewable energy

– The energy consumption in the common areas is generated through onsite and offsite renewable
energy or by purchasing renewable energy certificates

On track

Install solar panels

– 14 buildings already have solarpanels, another 5 locations will follow in 2020

started

Include ESG metrics in annual
performance targets

– Introduction of ESG metrics in annual performance targets of the board of directors

Achieved

Improve knowledge sharing and
education amongst employees

– Information sessions forall employees about the sustainability strategy and its integration
throughout the organisation

Achieved

Disclose sustainability aspects in
communication

– Launch of an ESG section on NSI’s corporate website

Achieved

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
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ENERGY & CARBON

STORY 5

ENERGY LABEL

MORE THAN ONE MILLION
ELECTRIC KILOMETRES
DRIVEN IN 2019
The future of driving is electric. To prepare for this
evolution we are adjusting our fleet to electric cars
accordingly. It is important to NSI that tenants also
have the opportunity to drive an electric car so we are
investing in charging points at our office buildings.
No less than 118 charging points have currently
been placed which provided a total of 217,961 kWh
of power in 2019, which is estimated to be enough
to drive more than a million kilometres in an electric
vehicle. The goal is for 10% of our parking spots (385
parking spots) at multi-tenant buildings to have an
electric charging point in 2021.

PORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN
OF ENERGY LABELS BY
VALUE
F+G
E
D 2.9% 1.7%
2.9%

C
15.4%

B
15.8%

A
61.3%

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

STORY 6

SUSTAINABILITY INFORMATION FOR TENANTS VIA
NARROWCASTING AND WEB PORTALS
In 2020 NSI will use new tools to make tenants more aware
of their own usage via narrowcasting on screens in our buildings and an online dashboard where they can monitor their
own consumption. By seeing data with evidence, tenants

can see how much electricity, heat and water they use and
how much waste they produce. They are then advised to
further reduce their consumption. This increases the insight
and awareness of tenants.
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Health & Wellbeing

PROGRESS SCALE
STARTED

ON TRACK

ACHIEVED

ONGOING

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

TENANTS

EMPLOYEES

NSI aims to create healthy, inspiring and flexible working environments for its tenants and promotes a healthy way of working for
its employees. Moreover, NSI aims to have a positive impact on
the community. People spend over 90% of their time indoors,
which means that the ‘indoor environment has a significant
impact on their health. NSI is committed to providing a healthy
indoor environment by choosing materials and technologies that
Ambition

COMMUNITIES

BUILDING FACILITIES AND AMENITIES

are designed to improve the indoor space in terms of air quality,
comfort, installations, lighting and sound. And by designing
public spaces and stairways in ways that entice people to walk
and providing facilities and amenities that support and promote a
healthy lifestyle. NSI considers an active lifestyle important to the
health and well-being of its employees, and it therefore promotes
physical activity, healthy nutrition and a healthy work-life balance.

Progress in 2019

Status

Annual tenant satisfaction survey

– Conducted a tenant satisfaction survey at the end of 2019, which will result in improvement plans
where needed to improve NSI’s services

Achieved

Engage and actively communicate with
tenants on improving sustainability

– Narrow casting implemented at HNK offices to provide tenants with more ESG information
PROOF POINT 6

Promote green leases

– Introduction of ESG specific requirements in a lease contract for the first time

Achieved

Help reduce absenteeism and increase
Ambition by improving the work-life
productivity
balance of staff

– Making flex workplaces (HNK) available for every NSI tenant
Progress in 2019

Ongoing
Status

Pursue healthy work/life balance

– Provide flexibility in working hours and opportunity to work from home

Ongoing

Employee satisfaction monitoring
(survey) and improvement

– Conducted the annual employee satisfaction survey

Achieved

Motivate employees to adopt a healthy
lifestyle

– Locally sourced lunch for employees
– Shared bicycles are available at NSI’s headquarter to promote mobility
– Stimulating participation in sports events. In 2019, a team of NSI staff members participated in several
running events

Ongoing

Foster an inclusive culture based on
the principle of mutual respect with
equal opportunities irrespective of
nationality, age, disability, gender,
religion or sexual orientation

– NSI’s HR policy endeavours to support the development of employee expertise, increase workplace
wellbeing and promote diversity in all its forms

Ongoing

– NSI is part of a community engagement initiative through UPtown Sloterdijk. The initiative
improves the liveability of the Sloterdijk area of Amsterdam through a collaboration with all
stakeholders.PROOF POINT 7

Ongoing

TENANTS

6

on track

EMPLOYEES

COMMUNITIES, INDUSTRY & SOCIETY
Participate in local community events

Contribute to further development of
the Real Estate industry

– NSI is part of a European think tank to pool best practices in the field of sustainability and innovation
– Sponsor and contributor in knowledge and mentoring/coaching of FRESH, an association to
connect students and professionals in the Real Estate industry PROOF POINT
– Partner of VOGON, an association aimed at broadening and deepening of the economic analysis
of the real estate industry
– Sponsor of the Dutch Real Estate Regatta

Contribute to society at large by
deploying our portfolio

– Stimulation of innovation by suporting the Philips Innovation award PROOF POINT
– Placing hives for bees on the roofs of our properties to assist the bee population PROOF POINT
– Assisting people with disabilities by volunteering on a day out organised by De Zonnebloem
foundation

7

8

Ongoing

9

10

Ongoing

11

BUILDING FACILITIES AND AMENITIES
Improve quality of indoor building
environment

– Inclusion of the quality of the indoor building environment in the programme requirements for
new construction projects

On track

Monitor temperature, CO2, lighting
(LUX), sound, ventilation and VOCs
(volatile organic compounds) by 2019

– To be rolled out in 2020

Started
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STORY 7

NSI JOINS FORCES WITH UPTOWN SLOTERDIJK TO HELP
CREATE AREA FOR THE FUTURE
The Amsterdam district of Sloterdijk is rapidly changing
from a business district into a diverse neighbourhood.
Thousands of new homes, bars and restaurants and facilities (including cultural facilities) will emerge in the coming
years, and older buildings will be renovated in an innovative
way. NSI believes in this location and 27.5% of our portfolio
of offices is located here. That is why NSI is actively working
with other parties to help promote the transformation of this
area into an attractive urban district.
In 2019 nine parties joined forces: NSI, APG, BPD, CBRE,
EDGE, the municipality of Amsterdam, Heijmans, Synchroon
and TMG. Together they formed the UPTown Sloterdijk coalition. Each party is linked to the area and therefore wants
to promote and develop the neighbourhood. NSI wants to
achieve the best possible living environment for its tenants
and that extends further than our buildings. Creating an

attractive area where people not only work but also live,
shop, relax, exercise and spend their free time increases the
satisfaction of tenants. By participating in UPTown Sloterdijk
we are actively contributing to the local community.
Asset Manager Peter Stutterheim, responsible for the
Amsterdam part of our portfolio, is a member of the coalition’s steering group. Furthermore, marketing communications specialist Florine Evers is collaborating with marketing specialists from the other affiliated organisations in a
working group focused on raising the profile of UPTown
Sloterdijk. The group is positioning the area strongly and
giving it a dynamic identity that is propagated by all the
parties and supported by an active communication strategy. Furthrmore initiatives are being developed in the field
of placemaking. NSI has committed to the initiative for a
period of at least three years.
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STORY 8

EUROPEAN THINK TANK
NSI and five other leading European real estate companies
(alstria, COIMA RES, Colonial, Gecina and Great Portland
Estates) are pooling best practices and experiences in
a sustainability and innovation think tank. This helps NSI
further improve its environmental, social and governance
(ESG) performance, collaborating in this European round
table in a joint effort to achieve a carbon neutral real estate
portfolio. Although NSI has a broad approach towards
ESG, the Paris Climate Agreement is clearly focused on

energy and carbon reduction. In 2019 this European think
tank commissioned research into the development of an
approach to reduce energy consumption across the participating companies’ respective portfolios. Furthermore,
representatives of the companies met several times to
learn, inspire, interact and collaborate. Items on the agenda
included portfolio decarbonisation, the role and potential of
technology to contribute to ESG targets, and knowledge
sharing in several fields of sustainability.

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

STORY 9

HELPING TRAIN THE NEXT GENERATION OF REAL ESTATE
PROFESSIONALS
NSI sees it as its responsibility to help train the next generation of real estate professionals. In addition to our own
Young Talent programme, we are working together with
the FRESH foundation and various Dutch institutes of
applied sciences. NSI has affiliated itself with FRESH as a
sponsor. FRESH is a Dutch network of and for academic
students and professionals who are interested in real
estate. In 2019 NSI was the main sponsor of the 2019
FRESH Professionals Trip to Singapore. 22 professionals
were given presentations on the Asian real estate market,
visited impressive buildings and had the opportunity to

build valuable relationships. In his role as mentor, CEO
Bernd Stahli has taken a young talent under his wing
as part of the FRESH mentoring programme. To further
support the FRESH foundation the board is able to use
the co-working spaces and meeting rooms at HNK.
Furthermore, in 2019 we provided various guest lectures
at the Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences and the
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences to give future
real estate professionals an insight into practical situations at both NSI and HNK. For more information see
Stichtingfresh.nl (Dutch only)

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

STORY 10

HNK IS PARTNERING THE PHILIPS INNOVATION AWARD
The Philips Innovation Award is an entrepreneurship prize
awarded to students with an innovative idea for a start-up
and students who want to help further develop their startup. Each participant benefits from the feedback of experts,
workshops and training courses. It is important to NSI to
promote innovation and, in doing so, contribute to Dutch
society. That is why HNK has been a Gold Partner of the
Philips Innovation Award since 2017.
We believe that start-ups can benefit from a creative, inspiring and productive environment. A place where they can
get in touch with other ambitious entrepreneurs with the

right services and facilities to take their product or service to
the next level. So we are offering the winners of the Philips
Innovation Rough Diamond Award and Innovator Award a
place in the HNK community and a one-year HNK Business
Membership. The winning start-ups can use the membership to work, meet and find inspiration at any HNK. CFO
Alianne de Jong is a member of the judging panel in the
semi-finals, and as part of the programme all participants
meet at HNK Scheepvaartkwartier in Rotterdam for a pitch
workshop. That way HNK is providing a platform for startups with innovative ideas and helping promote innovation
in the Netherlands.
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350,000 BEES RESIDE ON
OUR ROOFS
In the past 30 years the global bee population has
halved. This is an alarming statistic, all the more so
because researchers estimate that 80% of all edible
crops need to be pollinated by bees. To make a positive
impact NSI has decided to work with BeeLife and house
seven beehives on the roofs of our office buildings. Our
hives are inhabited by Buckfast bees, a friendly breed
that rarely stings. The bees are avid nectar collectors that
have good odds of surviving the winter. This makes them
a suitable bee to keep in our urban office areas. On the
longest day of the year, 21 June, each beehive housed
around 50,000 bees. This takes the total number of bees
in the hives in our portfolio to 350,000, enough bees to
pollinate 35 million flowers and plants a year. In 2020
beehives will be placed at ten new locations. By doing so
we are contributing to the growth of the bee population
in the Netherlands.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change is one of the main financial risks identified by
global business leaders and investors. One of the elements
in climate change risk is an absence of tenant demand for
a specific location due to climatologic characteristics of a
specific location.
Obviously, this does not happen overnight and also differs significantly from one region to another. Overall, Europe is not the region
known for being disrupted by natural disasters such as hurricanes, tsunamis or extreme drought. For the last two decades
however, hardly a year has gone by without extreme weather or
weather-related disasters in Europe. This included floodings in
several countries such as Switzerland, Italy, France and the UK,
severe heat waves and droughts (2003, 2010 and 2018), largescale wildfires in southern and eastern Europe (2007, 2010 and
2017) and hailstorms in Germany in 2013.
The Netherlands has also experienced weather conditions such
as extreme precipitation, (haIl and wind) storms and drought.
These however should be seen in perspective of its geographical
position. Historically, the country has been familiar with the risk of
flooding. Overall, the Netherlands has protected itself well against
the risk of flooding in coastal areas and near rivers. Nevertheless,
these weather events should be considered when making real
estate decisions.

NSI has performed a risk assessment of its real estate portfolio,
focusing on what are considered to be the most apparent climate
change risks in the Netherlands: waterlogging, flooding, drought
and heat.
Our research into the risks of climate change will form part of our
total asset strategy and should make our business more resilient.
We need to make sure our properties are well maintained and
equipped to deal with expected climate change effects. Moreover, we should ensure that new properties are designed in a way
that mitigates these effects. In our development pipeline, we are
designing and constructing high-quality buildings and spaces
capable of delivering operational resilience over their lifetime.
At present, we assess the level of impact from climate change
effects up to 2050 as medium.

Water logging
It is widely expected that the amount of precipitation in the
Netherlands will increase significantly in the coming 30 years.
The graph provides an indication of the maximum depth in the
case that location endures precipitation of 70mm in two hours
(this occurs once every century). The majority of our assets is
currently situated in areas where precipitation is expected to
have an impact. However, the infrastructure in the Netherlands

NUISANCE BY PRECIPITATION 2019

NUISANCE BY PRECIPITATION 2050

AMOUNT OF DAYS WITH ≥ 25 MM
OF PRECIPITATION

AMOUNT OF DAYS WITH ≥ 25 MM
OF PRECIPITATION

1-2

1-2

2-3

2-3

3-4

3-4

4-5

4-5

5-6

5-6
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FLOODRISK
provides that precipitation will be drained in most of our asset
locations nearby waterways.

Flooding
Due to the fact that more than half of the country is below sea
level, the Netherlands has established a proper water defense
along its coastal line. Even though the majority of our assets is
located in the west of the country, the probability of flooding at
most of our assets in 2050 is ‘low’, or even ‘very low’.

Drought

FLOODING PROBABILITY IN 2050
NO SIGNIFICANT FLOODRISK
EXTREME SMAL CHANCE : < 1/30,000 PER YEAR
VERY SMAL CHANCE : < 1/3,000 PER YEAR - 1/30,000 PER YEAR
SMALL CHANCE : < 1/300 PER YEAR - 1/3,000 PER YEAR
MEDIUM PROBABILITY : < 1/30 PER YEAR - 1/300 PER YEAR
GREAT CHANCE : < 1/30 PER YEAR

Drought is measured in the ‘potential maximum precipitation
deficit (in mm)’. In 2019 most of the Netherlands had a potential
maximum precipitation deficit of 120-150 or 150-180 mm. In the
northwest of the country it was 180-210 or even 210-240 mm. In
2050, these two higher ranges are expected to be the standard
for most of the Netherlands, including almost all NSI property
locations. There was only an average precipitation deficit of
more than 300 mm in 1976 and 2018 The main impact of such a
deficit is a drop in ground water level. Wooden piles, were used
in the foundations of buildings built before 1960, may be vulnerable to rotting when they fall dry.
This risk is analysed for all NSI properties. Only four assets in
the portfolio were built before 1960 and this risk might apply to
two of them. This will be investigated further.

DROUGHT 2019

DROUGHT 2050

POTENTIAL MAXIMUM
PRECIPITATION DEFECT (IN MM)

POTENTIAL MAXIMUM
PRECIPITATION DEFECT (IN MM)

120 - 150

120 - 150

150 - 180

150 - 180

180 - 210

180 - 210

210 - 240

210 - 240

240 - 270

240 - 270

270 - 300

270 - 300
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Heat
Heat is measured in the number of tropical days (≥ 30 C). In 2019,
most of the Netherlands endured 0-3 or 3-6 tropical days. In 2050
the east, south and south-east of the country are expected to
experience up to 12 extra tropical days. The NSI properties are
mainly situated in the west and centre of the Netherlands, areas
which are expected to experience up to nine extra tropical days.
0

2018), while there was an equal 50-50 split on the Supervisory
Board (identical to 2018).

Human rights

NSI is already factoring the increase in the number of tropical
days in renovation and development projects. The installation
capacity can now handle an outside temperature of 35 degrees
Celsius, where it used to be 28 degrees Celsius.

NSI supports the principles laid down in the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guidelines
for Multinational Enterprises. We believe that human rights,
as defined by the United Nations in its Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, are a common standard that all employers
should uphold, and we encourage our employees (as well as our
contractors and suppliers) to respect these rights by committing
to our Code of Conduct and business integrity principles.

OTHER NON-FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

No issues involving human rights were reported in 2019.

Diversity

Anti-corruption

NSI recognises the benefits of diversity and is fully committed
to providing equal opportunities and treatment when it comes
to recruitment and selection, training and development, performance reviews and promotion. Our culture is based on the principles of mutual respect and non- discrimination irrespective of
nationality, age, disability, gender, religion or sexual orientation.

NSI and its employees must act with integrity, honesty and in
compliance with the laws, as stipulated in the company’s Code
of Conduct. The Code of Conduct also defines how employees
should act when presented with gifts and provides guidance on
how to prevent conflicts of interest.

The NSI employee gender breakdown was 34% female (2018:
33%) and 66% male (2018: 67%). The breakdown on the
Management Board was 33% female to 67% male (identical to

The Code of Conduct is available on the company website.
NSI’s whistle-blower procedure allows employees to report
suspected irregularities of various kinds within NSI without jeopardising their employment. There were no issues reported in 2019.

HEAT 2019

HEAT 2050

AMOUNT OF TROPICAL DAYS
(MAX ≥ 30 0C)

AMOUNT OF TROPICAL DAYS
(MAX ≥ 30 0C)

0-3

0-3

3-6

3-6

6-9

6-9

9 - 12

9 - 12

12 - 15

12 - 15

15 - 18

15 - 18

> 18

> 18
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BENTINCK HUIS

In 2018 NSI bought the historic office building Bentinck huis at Lange Voorhout 7
in The Hague. The building was fully vacant and required a thorough renovation.
It presented a great opportunity for NSI to showcase its vision on Future-Proof
Buildings. The choices that were made while renovating Bentinck huis show just
what NSI’s sustainability ambitions are. “Walk the talk by investing in a sustainable way that is also focused on yields. Our approach to Bentinck huis combines
all the elements of our sustainability vision.”

NSI SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2019

INTERVIEW WITH
Dennis van der Stoop
Development Specialist

Annemarie de Leuw
Asset Manager

“Walk the talk by investing
in a sustainable way that
is also focused on yields”

MANAGEMENT BOARD REPORT
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B

y renovating Bentinck huis NSI is creating a
high-end office building on a boulevard widely
considered to be one of the nicest in The Hague
for centuries. This is a high ambition that befits
a listed building at a historic location that is
equipped with all the facilities that a modern
office tenant may need. Sustainability also
plays a large role in this.
Asset Manager Annemarie de Leuw and Development Specialist
Dennis van der Stoop are not only responsible for the renovation
of Bentinck huis but also for promoting two of the three main
pillars of NSI’s sustainability strategy. Annemarie is responsible
for the NSI-wide policy on Future-Proof Buildings and Dennis on
Energy & Carbon. “We have been closely involved in developing
NSI’s overall vision on sustainability. It was great to be able to
apply all our principles and apply them in the best possible way to
the renovation of Bentinck huis,” Annemarie said.

Sustainability as leading principle
The renovation is a large-scale project with endless options which
always require choosing between investment and yield. The
budget increased as the project evolved. Not because of setbacks
but because Future-Proof Buildings and Energy & Carbon were
the leading principles. “The sustainability angle was always prevalent in the design. That means a large investment upfront that will
pay off thanks to the building’s longer economic life, increased
rentability and lower operating costs,” Annemarie said.
In the renovation sustainability was translated into the list of requirements in the broadest sense of the word in connection with the
three pillars of NSI’s sustainability strategy: Future-Proof Buildings, Energy & Carbon and Health & Well-being.

“Future-Proof Buildings are buildings that are both adaptive and
innovative, buildings that anticipate trends and employ new technology,” Annemarie explained. “All the infrastructure – such as
lighting, heating and ventilation – is installed in a way that does
not limit the options users have when configuring the space.
Furthermore the building’s tenants can easily control any space
and monitor energy consumption via an app.”
NSI also went for the most sustainable option when it came to
the installations, including the thermal storage unit. “This is quite
a challenge to achieve in a listed building but something that
we absolutely wanted to do.” Dennis said. This, combined with
demand-driven ventilation, optimises the level of comfort and in
doing so significantly reduces energy usage and CO2 emissions.
“The ventilation is driven by the level of CO2 in the space. When
a space is not used a lot or at all, the ventilation is automatically
reduced. Research shows that this results in an additional energy
saving of around 20%.”
The design also contains elements aimed at the tenants’ wellbeing. This includes providing significantly more daylight by creating large windows. “Light is extremely important to how people
feel and how productive they are,” Annemarie explained. The
staircase in the lobby has turned into an absolute eyecatcher that
invites people to use them more often. And it is a great place to
meet.
Annemarie de Leuw is currently in talks with various potential
tenants. “There is a lot of interest due to the unique combination of
the historic location, the flexible layout, the smart technology and
a strong sustainability profile, which all together makes Bentinck
Huis an appealing, distinctive and truly sustainably Future-Proof
Building.”

BENTINCK HUIS
Upgrading from energy D to A label and targeting BREEAM-in-use Excellent
Increase natural light
ingress by 42%

LED-lighting with
control system

Green roof

Smart sensors

New cooling system with
highest energy performance

Thermal energy
storage system

Solar panels

Ventilation and carbon
temperature, and lighting
controllable via app
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EPRA SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Impact
area

EPRA
Code

GRI
Standard

Units of
measure

Indicator

Energy

Fuels-Abs,

GRI

annual kWh

Fuels

Fuels-LfL

Standard

Total direct landlord-

Absolute
performance (Abs)

Like-for-like performance (LfL)

2018*

2019

2018*

21,057,757

12,814,918

9,328,166

9,062,877

-2.8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

2019

%
change

obtained fuels

302-1

Proportion of fuels
consumption from
purchased and self-generated renewable sources
Total tenant-obtained fuels
Total landlord- and

6,610,265

5,617,057

4,130,980

3,664,708

-11.3%

27,668,022

18,431,976

13,459,146

12,727,585

-5.4%

60 out

40 out

27 out

27 out

-

of 63

of 40

of 63

of 40

95%

100%

49%

67%

-

0%

0.0%

0%

0%

-

12,280,974

10,612,863

7,479,823

7,275,614

-2.7%

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

4,283,023

13,094,271

1,363,900

16,563,997

23,707,134

8,843,723

8,367,011

-5.4%

27 out

25 out

14 out

14 out

-

of 29

of 25

of 29

of 26

95.1%

98.4%

52.6%

55.3%

-

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

26,161,249

21,861,857

15,663,125

15,079,748

-3.7%

100%

100%

100%

100%

18,021,990

17,784,066

7,595,372

7,188,055

-5.4%

44,183,239

39,645,924

23,258,497

22,267,803

-4.3%

87 out

68 out

41 out

41 out

of 95

of 68

of 95

of 68

93%

100%

51%

61%

0%

0%

0%

0%

88,415,258

81,785,033

45,561,366

43,362,399

-4.8%

726,913

612,793

372,376

372,376

-

122

133

122

116

-4.8%

tenant-obtained fuels
Covered applicable

Fuels disclosure coverage

properties
Covered applicable sqm
Proportion of fuels

%

estimated
DH&C-Abs,

GRI

District

Total landlord-obtained

DH&C-LfL

Standard

heating and

district heating and cooling

302-1

cooling

annual kWh

Proportion of landlordobtained heating and
cooling from renewable
resources
Total tenant-obtained

1,091,398

-20%

heating and cooling
Total landlord- and tenantobtained heating and
cooling
Covered applicable

District heating and

properties

cooling disclosure

Covered applicable sqm

coverage

Proportion of district

%

heating and cooling
estimated
annual kWh

Electricity

Total landlord-obtained

Elec-Abs,

GRI

Elec-LfL

Standard

electricity

302-1

Proportion of landlordobtained electricity from
renewable resources
Total tenant-obtained
electricity
Total landlord- and
tenant-obtained electricity
consumption
Covered applicable

Electricity disclosure

properties

coverage

Covered applicable sqm
Proportion of electricity

%

estimated
Energy-Int

GRI

annual kWh

Energy

(sum of) annual kWh

Standard

/ sqm

Intensity

energy consumption

CRE1

(sum of) floor area (m2)
Building energy intensity

* 2018 data are restated
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Absolute
performance (Abs)

Like-for-like performance (LfL)

2018*

2018*

EPRA
Code

GRI
Standard

Units of
measure

Indicator

Green-

GHG-Dir-

GRI Standard

annual kg

Direct

Scope 1

3,863,996

2,351,475

1,711,673

1,662,994

-2.8%

house gas

Abs

305-1

CO2e

GHG-Indir-

GRI Standard

annual kg

Indirect

Scope 2

2,253,499

1,947,409

968,569

942,126

-2.7%

Abs

305-2

CO2e
Scope 3

13,463,836

14,268,152

5,864,024

5,478,830

-6.6%

19,581,331

18,567,036

8,544,267

8,083,950

-5.4%

726,913

612,793

372,376

372,376

-

27

30

23

22

-5.4%

91 out

68 out

41 out

41 out

-

of 95

of 68

of 95

of 68

98%

101%

51%

61%

-

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

emissions

annual kg

2019

2019

Impact
area

%
change

CO2e
GHG-Int

GRI Standard

annual kg

GHG

(sum of) annual GHG

CRE3

CO2e / sqm

emissions

emissions

intensity

(sum of) floor area (m2)
Building carbon intensity

No. of applicable

Energy and associated

properties

GHG disclosure coverage

Covered applicable sqm
Proportion of energy and

%

associated GHG estimated
Water

Water

Total water consumption

160,785

133,967

69,115

67,672

-2.1%

annual m3 /

Water

(sum of) floor area (m2)

642,517

583,023

317,787

317,787

-

sqm

Intensity
0.250

0.230

0.217

0.213

-2.1%
-

Water-Abs,

GRI Standard

annual cubic

Water-LfL

303-1

metres (m3)

Water-Int

GRI Standard
CRE2

Building water intensity
Water disclosure coverage

85 out

66 out

36 out

36 out

properties

of 95

of 68

of 95

of 68

Covered applicable sqm

85%

96%

43%

52%

-

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

0

0.018

0

0

-

Non-Hazardous waste

606

857

198

202

2.3%

Total waste created

606

857

198

202

2.3%

Reuse

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

No. of applicable

Proportion of water

%

estimated
Waste

Waste-Abs,

GRI Standard

annual

Waste-LfL

306-2

tonnes

Waste type

proportion

Disposal

by disposal

routes,

route (%)

hazardous

Hazardous waste

Recycling

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

Incineration (with or without

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

Recycling

24%

24%

29%

24%

-

Incineration (with or without

76%

76%

71%

76 %

-

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

energy recovery)
Landfill (with of without
energy recovery)
Disposal
routes, nonhazardous

Reuse

energy recovery)
Landfill (with of without
energy recovery)
Biodiesel production
No. of applicable

Waste disclosure coverage

properties
Covered applicable sqm
%

Proportion of waste
estimated

* 2018 data are restated

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

45 out

39 out

7 out of 95

7 out of 68

-

of 95

of 68

47%

53%

8%

10%

-

0%

0%

0%

0%

-
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Impact
area

EPRA
Code

Certific

Cert-Tot

GRI
Standard

Units of
measure

Indicator

% total floor

Level of

BREEAM

area

certification

In-use: Asset

Absolute
performance (Abs)

Like-for-like performance (LfL)

2018*

2018*

2019

2019

%
change

Oustanding

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

Excellent

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

Very Good

0%

0%

0%

0%

-

Good

0%

36%

0%

36%

-

Pass

0%

19%

0%

19%

-

Acceptable

0%

2%

0%

2%

=

Performance
Covered value of properties

* 2018 data are restated

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES11
2018

Female

Male

33%

67%

2019

Diversity-Emp

Employee gender diversity

Female

Male

34%

66%

Percentage of employees

Diversity-Pay

Gender pay ratio

NA

NA

Ratio

Emp-Training

Employee training and

NA

27

Average training hours per

100%

100%

development
Emp-Dev

Employee performance

employee
Percentage of employees

appraisals
Emp-Turnover

New hires & turnover
(headcount)

H&S-Emp

H&S-Asset

Employee health and safety

Asset health and safety

7

8

36%

14%

New hires
Turnover

1.2%

3.3%

absentee rate

0%

0%

0

0

NA

NA

Percentage of assets

NA

NA

Number of incidents

NA

Narrative on page 52-54

2018

2019

Page 56

Page 64-67

Total number

Page 56

Page 64-67

Narrative on process

Page 56

Page 64-67

Narrative on process

Injury rate
# of work related fatalities

assessments
H&S-Comp

Asset health and safety
compliance

Comty-Eng

Community engagement, impact

Percentage of assets

assessments and development
programs
1 NA means that data is not available.

GOVERNANCE PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Gov-Board

Composition of the highest
governance body

Gov-Selec

Process for nominating and
selecting the highest governance
body

Gov-CoI

Process for managing conflicts
of interest
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